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Abstract— This study presents a novel approach to detect image forgery using Error Level Analysis (ELA) with Sequential 

Convolutional Neural Network (SCNN) model named as error level sequential convolution neural network (ELSCNN). ELA is a 

widely-used technique in detecting image manipulation that exploits the variance in compression artifacts between authentic and 

manipulated images. The proposed method enhances the effectiveness of ELA by integrating it with SCNN models, which learn to 

classify authentic and manipulated images using a large set of training data. This models are trained to detect forgery in various image 

manipulation scenarios. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms than existing ELA-based methods in 

respecting of accuracy, robustness, and computational ability. The proposed method has potential applications in forensic investigation, 

media authentication, and content verification 

 
Index Terms— ELA, CNN, SCNN, Deep Learning. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image forgery[1] is a growing problem in digital age, 

where advanced technologies and image editing software 

have made it uncomplicated to manipulate images. The 

ability to manipulate images has raised concerns about the 

authenticity and reliability of visual information, particularly 

in situations where images play a significant role, such as in 

news reporting, legal proceedings, and scientific research[2]. 

As such, there is a pressing need for effective and efficient 

methods to detect image forgery and ensure the authenticity 

of digital images. 

  

 One of the most promising methods for detecting image 

forgery is the use of error level analysis(ELA), it is a 

technique that compares the error levels of different areas 

within an image to identify inconsistencies that may indicate 

manipulation[3]. It works by compressing an image at a 

known error rate, and then decompressing it again, resulting 

in a new image with areas of different error levels[3]- [4]. 

Comparing the authenticate image to ELA-generated image, 

it identifies areas that have been altered. Fig. 1 shows an 

example of ELA with 90% compression level. 

 
Fig. 1 Authentic Image 

 

 
Fig. 2 Output of ELA, Image generated after applying 

ELA 
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While ELA is a powerful technique, it is not always 

accurate, particularly in cases where the manipulation is 

subtle or sophisticated. To address this issue, researchers 

have explored the utilisation of machine learning techniques 

in this areas too, like convolutional neural networks(CNNs), 

to enhance the accuracy and reliability of ELA-based image 

forgery detection[3]. CNNs are deep learning models that are 

tasks. In image forgery detection, a CNN can be trained to 

distinguish between original and manipulated images by 

learning to recognize patterns and features that are indicative 

of image manipulation. 

 

The advantage of CNNs is that they can be highly accurate 

and can detect a wide range of manipulation techniques, 

including those that are more complex than those detectable 

by ELA. However, CNNs require a abundant of training data 

and can be computationally expensive to train and apply. 

To train a CNN for image manipulated detection using 

ELA, a large dataset of both authenticate and manipulated 

images is required. The images in the dataset must be labelled 

as either original or manipulated, and the CNN is trained 

using backpropagation to minimize the error between the 

predicted and actual labels. Once the CNN is trained, it can be 

applied to new images to classify them as either original or 

manipulated. 

Author of [5]  proposed a  technique to determine splicing 

image forgery using LBP and DCT. The method split the 

image chromatic component into blocks and transformed 

each block's LBP code into the DCT domain, using the 

standard deviation of DCT coefficients as features for 

classification with an SVM. The proposed method 

outperformed other color channels and achieved high 

accuracy on various datasets. 

 

Author of [6] proposed technique for detecting forgery in 

images using two methods based on the Discrete Cosine 

Transform(DCT) and Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform(SIFT) algorithms. The proposed technique 

combines these methods to improve the accuracy of the 

detection. The experimental results show that the proposed 

technique can effectively detect both types of forgery with 

high accuracy. 

II. TYPES OF IMAGE FORGERY TECHNIQUES 

Digital image forgery is the act of altering or manipulating 

a digital image to deceive the viewer. This can be achieved 

through various techniques. Digital forgery is becoming 

more prevalent with the rise of digital technology and social 

media platforms. It can be used for malicious purposes, such 

as spreading fake news, creating propaganda, or even 

blackmailing individuals. Detecting digital image forgery is a 

challenging task, and researchers are constantly developing 

new methods and algorithms to address this issue. 

 Digital image forgery techniques, includes various types: 

A. Copy-move forgery: In this type forgery in which 

portion of an image is duplicated and pasted onto 

another part of the same image, with the intention of 

deceiving the viewer. This technique is often used to 

conceal or duplicate important information, such as 

a watermark or object within the image[6]. 

B. Splicing: In this type of forgery, different parts of 

different images are integrated to create a different 

image, which can be used to create a false narrative 

or deceive viewers[7]. 

C. Image retouching: This is the process of altering an 

image's colours, brightness, contrast, or other 

properties to make it look more appealing or 

convincing. Image retouching can be used to 

manipulate the appearance of people, objects, or 

locations in an image[8]. 

 

D. Image Inpainting: This type of forgery involves 

changing the colour of an object or area in an image 

to create a different impression or to hide 

something[9]. 

 

E. Image resizing: This is the process of enlarging or 

reducing an image's size, which can be used to crop 

out unwanted details or add new content to an 

image. 

 

F. Object removal: This type of forgery, an portion or a 

person is removed from an image using photo 

editing tools. This can be done to change the context 

of an image or to create a false narrative. 

 

G. Metadata manipulation: Image metadata contains 

details of the camera, location, and other details of 

an image. Manipulating this metadata can change 

the context of an image or create a false 

impression[10]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology for image forgery detection using 

ELSCNN is shown in Fig. 2: 
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Fig. 3 Overall proposed methodology for image forgery detection with the use of error level analysis and CNN 

 

The methodology describe in Fig 3 consist of following 

steps: 

 

1. Aquisition of data is done from CASIA V2.0 [10] 

dataset containing 7491 authenticate  images and 5123 

manipulated images and added few more from my own image 

folder for better training the model. 

2. In order to convert all images of similar size the images 

are rescaled to 128*128 pixel using python resize() function. 

3. Pre-process the images using ELA to generate an error 

map. 

4. Segregate the dataset into two distinct subsets:training 

sets(80%) and testing sets(20%). 

5. Train the SCNN on the training set using the error maps 

generated by ELA  

6. Validate the trained SCNN with the validation set. 

7. Test for trained SCNN with the testing set. 

8. Evaluate the attainment of the method using metrics  

through accuracy, precision, recall. 

9.    Check in which portion image has been manipulated.  

 

 

    

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The experiments are performed in Jupyter Notebook with 

GPUv512.78 enabled Pythonv3.9.12. 

In this experiment a python function called 

convert_to_ela_image() is required that takes two parameters  

 

path and quatity. Path defines the location of image file 

and quality is an integer that represents the quality of the 

JPEG compression that will be used to create a temporary 

file. 

This function first creates a temporary JPEG file from our 

input image with the specified quality. Then, it opens both 

original image as well as the manipulated image and 

computes the ELA image by taking the difference between 

the two images using the ImageChops.difference() function.  

After computing the ELA image, the function normalizes 

the pixel values to a range between 0 and 255 by calculating 

the extrema of the pixel values using the getextrema() 

method, and then scales the brightness of the image using 

ImageEnhance.Brightness() and the enhance() method. 

Finally, the function returns the resulting ELA image as a 

python imaging library image object.  

After pre-processing, the SCNN is applied using the Keras 

library of Python architecture shown in Fig 4. 
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Fig.4 Sequential convolutional architecture of our model. 

 

             The network consists of 3 convolutional layers 

with increasing numbers of filters and a kernel size of 3x3. 

Each convolutional layer is stalked by a Rectified Linear Unit 

(ReLU) which is a activation function, which adds 

non-linearity to the model. The first layer of convolutional 

also takes input shape of 128x128x3, where 3 is number of 

colour channels in the image. 

 

The model includes a max pooling layer with pool size of 

2x2, which reduces the dimensionality of feature maps 

produced by the each convolutional layers. This is followed 

by a dropout layer with a rate of 0.25, which randomly drops 

out 25% of the neurons to prevent overfitting. 

 

The output of the dropout layer is then flattened into 1D 

array and then again passed through fully connected layer 

with 112 neurons and a ReLU activation function. Another 

dropout layer with a rate of 0.5 is added to this fully 

connected layer to further prevent overfitting. Finally, the 

output layer consists of a single neuron, with no activation 

function specified, which makes this a regression problem as 

shown below. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Plot between loss vs epoch in the CNN model 

 

The function returns the compiled Keras model, which can 

be used to train and evaluate the performance of the SCNN on 

a specific dataset. The new model variable is assigned to the  

 

output of this function, allowing the user to access and 

manipulate the model as needed. 

 

After fitting the model the test accuracy is observed as 

69.24% after 10 epochs. Fig. 4 shows the plot between loss 

and epoch for 10 epoches. 

 

It is observed from Fig 5 that validation loss and training 

loss  
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have the minimal gap that tells there is very less chance for 

overfitting. 

 

Overfit occurs when the model is trained too well on 

training data, to the point where it starts to memorize the data 

instead of learning patterns from it. This results in poor 

performance on new, unseen data. 

 

Further, a plot between accuracy and epoches is shown in 

Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 it is observed that the training and 

validation accuracy curve are moving in same direction that 

rules out the chances of overfitting. 

 
Fig. 6 Plot between model accuracy vs epoch in the CNN 

model 

 

A comparison of proposed ELSCNN model is performed 

with the MobileNet model for the same datasets is calculated 

in terms of accuracy and loss, shown in Table 1. 

 

TABLE I 

Comparision of accuracies obtained by diffent models. 

 

Datasets Model 

Name 

Accuracy(in%) Loss(in%) 

Casia 

V2+Our 

datasets  

ELSCNN 69.25 76.04 

    

Casia 

V2+Our 

datasets 

MobileNet 64.4 66.07 

V. CONCLUSION 

The research work presented here is found important in 

various type of image forgery that can help to artist, 

photographers, lawyers and different other professionals to 

find counterfiet images automatically. The accuracy of 

counterfiet is dependent on type of operations performed. For 

example, when the forgery was a simple copy-paste operation 

or any one type of manipulated image the accuracy was over 

90%. However, when the forgery involved more complex 

manipulation or combination of different of forgery such as 

image splicing, retouched image, the accuracy dropped to 

around 69%. This suggests that more complex forgery task 

such as digital watermark,  digital signature are need to 

researched in future. To improve accuracy in complex 

forgery task an efficient preprossing method need to be 

devised. The simplicity of proposed model increases it 

applicability in various domain.  
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